H
has local continuity;
6. H (t) belongs to strict increase;
7. In f (t, s), t is strictly monotonic decreasing for s.
Theorem 1: Given that the condition 1-5 are satisfied, it is able to obtain the local solution in existence and uniqueness of equation (1.2) as u (r, a) and rϵ[0, r α ].
Through using the formula (2) as auxiliary function, it is able to obtain following equation:
According to the theorem of implicit function, it is able to find that the unique definition can be determined in formula (2) , that is, the implicit function contained in the region of domain U (r 0 ) in one region upon r 0 =0, thus we can find that the solution of equation set (1) is positively local, that is to say, we can obtain as below:
: through calculation with Gronwall inequation, it is able to obtain u 1 (r) =u 2 (r), rЄ[0, r 0 ], thus we can find that the positive local solution of formula (2) has existence and uniqueness.
Theorem 2: Given that the condition 1, 3, 4, 6, and 7 are satisfied, both α and β are positive constant, and α>β, it is able to obtain 0>u'
Because f (r, u) belongs to positive function, it is able to obtain:
Through condition 3 and 6, it is able to obtain u' α (r) <0, and also obtain u' β (r) <0.
II. Stability of boundary values of quasilinear elliptic equation

Stability of weak-solution boundary values within region of quasilinear elliptic equation
Through discussion and research on the quasilinear elliptic equation
, it is found that the following boundary value demand shall be met: u=gk (x), v=hk (x), xЄ∂Ω (2); in formula (2), given that k=1， 2， 3， ……， Ω ⊂ N (N≥3) and given that it is a ∂Ω bounded region with ; λ belongs to a positive parameter.
Meanwhile, given that L is a positive constant with appropriate size, its boundary function (gk (x), hk (x))must meet following conditions:
According to space embedding theorem, K 1 is constant, thus ||u|| p ≤K 1 ||u|| 1，p as for any uЄW 1， p (Ω). According to same principle, it is able to obtain embedding W 1， p (Ω) ⊂ L q (Ω), and then obtain the best constant K 2 .
T 1 and T 2 are set as the continuous mapping produced from ) ( (1) and (2) into homogeneous boundary value problem, and then carry out definition solution for variation structure on equation set and energy generic function of
on the space, that is, meeting the critical point of formula (3) shown as below:
It is given that the function (y, z) of
in Banach space has zero boundary value, and the norm of function is defined as
is a sequence of function which belongs to trace space; therefore, any for any function set in trace space:
it is able to obtain following functional sequence: (1) and (2) is
Through effective connection among formula (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), and (6) in above 3.1, it is able to obtain following theorem conclusions.
Theorem 1: Given that the sequence (g k , z k ) of boundary function can have convergence in trace space, while it is up to (g 0 , h 0 ) via strong convergence, the
that is to say, at the significance of strong topology, lim supU k ⊂ U 0 , which means that 0 k U U → is satisfied.
Stability of quasilinear elliptic equation at p index
Given that Ω belongs to bounded open set in R n (n>3) region and the boundary it has belongs to consistent p thickness, it is able to obtain according to quasilinear elliptic equation:
Given that Ap:
is a function belongs to Carathédory in (M 1 ), as for
, a.e.xЄΩ, it is required to meet
; the formula (3) and (4) can change, and A p changes with the change of p.
Meanwhile, given that
, the problem way of Dirichlet shall be considered according to equation demand, and then it is able to determine the stability of weak-solution p index on quasilinear elliptic equation set via the equation in formula (5).
Some hypotheses can be made as for
and Ω within the region. It is given that (S 1 ) is a sequence in (p i ), and then we can set
as for any i=0, 1, 2, 3, …, the condition of (M 1 )(p=p i ) shall be met in case
is uniform convergence made by R n on a compact subset; besides, it is able to assume (S 2 ) as below: 
W
, u i is transformed to via norm convergence u 0 ; t tightly depends on n, p 0 , α, β and c 0 .
III. Stability of opposite boundary values of quasilinear elliptic equation
The quasilinear elliptic equation is assumed as below: at any point of V 0 , the limit on V k can be marked as lim supV k ≈V 0 . In other words, the set U k is located in E 0 and it can be converged into the set U 0 . Given that lim
is established, it is obvious that the set convergence is equal to point convergence in E 0 while U k and U 0 belong to single-point set.
Given that g k (k=1, 2, 3, …) belongs to the sequence of a boundary function in W, as for any φЄE 0 , it is able to define the functional sequence owned in E 0 as:
, and then the weak-solution set of quasilinear elliptic equation can be expressed into
to relevant theorem, as for any kЄN, the set U k belongs to non-emptiness; then, as for all existing k=1, 2, 3, …, there will be constant r>0 not depending on k and there will
If J k (y) on functional sequence have uniform convergence in B (r) till J 0 (y), the limit set lim sup U k owned by U k in solution set sequence belongs to non-emptiness, and such condition is weak closing condition, thus there exists lim sup
weak topological significance of E 0 .
Besides, through relevant theorem, it is able to find that there exists u k ЄE in at least one solution after the quasilinear elliptic equation ( 
